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What You Need
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Plastic bottle, scissors, knife, marker pen,
pink craft paper, 4 bottle tops glue, eyes,
pink paint pen

To make the pink band around the body
place the bottle on the paper and mark
with a pen or pencil the width you want the
body to be.

Using a ruler draw a line from you mark to the
other end of the paper so you know where to
cut.

Using the scissors cut along the line

In the middle of your paper draw box long ways
across your paper.  This will be your money slot.
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Place you paper over your bottle with the
money slot at the top.  Using a pen draw around
your hole onto the bottle.

Being very careful use the knife or scissors
to cut out the coin hole in the bottle.

Glue the back of your paper and then stick it to
the bottle making sure you line up the coin holes.  
You made need a bit of tape to hold secure it in
place.

Using the paint pen paint the bottle top to
make the nose. Let the paint dry.

On your left over paper draw 2 ear shapes and
a tail
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Using the scissors cut out your ears & tail

With your scissors closed, hold the tail in one
hand and the scissors in the other. Run the
scissors down the tail to make it curl

Glue your tail & your ears on to the bottle
and add your eyes

Using the sharpie add 2 dots to your painted lid
to make the nostrils

Glue 4 bottle tops to the bottom to make your feet.
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Idea from www.squarespace.com


